Abstract-Aiming at the convergence precision defects of standard genetic algorithm, the fixed point theory is introduced into the genetic algorithms. The population of individual is regarded as the triangulation of the point. Hence the vertex label information of the individual simplex would guide the algorithm to the optimization researching and convergence judgment which could be calculated with the hJ1 triangulation and integer label. When the loading simplexes of individuals are transferred into the completely labeled simplexes, the algorithm will be terminated and the global optimal solution will be got. Finally, some functions are used to demonstrate the effectiveness and strong stability of the algorithm through solving the minimum points distinguished by using the Hessian Matrix and then compared with the standard genetic algorithms and J1 triangulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization in management science and operations research plays a central role. The basic ideas of traditional function optimization method is that starting with a given initial point solution space, following the searching direction to iterate single-point, approaching optimal solutions [1] [2] gradually. This process has certain transferred relationship and single path. The searching process depends on the choice of the initial point, and it is easy to be trapped in the local extreme point, and be stagnated. It is difficult to reach the global optimal solution. The algorithm is easily to fail especially for solving the problem of non-convex function optimization and looking for the problem of multi-modal function multiple peak point.
In view of the shortcomings above, the random optimization method has been developed quickly. Such as genetic algorithm [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , simulated annealing algorithm [12] and genetic algorithm is a kind of optimization methods with the most widely utilization and influence. The searching behavior of genetic algorithm basically has random search and local search. Random search can explore the solution space widely and can escape from local optima. Local search can explore the optimal solution deep, and climb to local optimal solution. These two search methods complement each other, and have strong global optimization ability.
The key of genetic algorithm is to balance the random search and the local search, the emphasis is the design of reproduction operator and the convergence criteria. It can ensure the algorithm convergence and diversity of population.
Reproduction operator affects the population diversity directly. Most genetic algorithms maintain the diversity of population through the solution acquired distribute evenly in the solution space, and avoid algorithm premature. But the niche technology can not fully guarantee the probability stability and ergodicity of population distribution. It low speed of late convergence, premature convergence and poor stability problems of algorithm affect the efficiency and practicability of the algorithm.
In theory, genetic algorithm can converge to the global optimal solution, but in actual design, there is no mature principle and convergence criterion of design method, basically relying on experience and the common understanding degree of required question. The common method is that using maximum number of generations as convergence criteria or if the average fitness degree of continuous in m of generation population is not obviously improved that it will be terminated iteration. Therefore, it will be significant to design objective terminal judgment criterion. So some experts and scholars improved the genetic algorithm for its deficiencies. There into Dai Xiaoming [11] adopt the different strategies with different population, which is based on the thought of multi-population genetic parallel evolutionary, such as mutation rate, using different mutation operator to search variable space and using transfer operator among the populations to communicate with genetic mutation.
In this paper genetic algorithm is used to solve the function of the convergence question, then design an improved genetic algorithm based on the fixed point [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ; then call that G is a simplicial subdivision of C if G satisfies the three following conditions.
(1) It is the set of an n-dimensional simplex.
(2) All surfaces of simplexes of G constitute a segmentation of C .
(3) Each point of C has a domain, which intersects with limited simplex in G . 
B. Conversion of Optimal Problems to Fixed Point Problem

Suppose that
f is a self-mapping, denoted
. Aiming at searching a point x which can make function of f achieve the minimum.
The necessary and sufficient condition of extreme point is that this point gradient is 0, that is 0 ) ( 
C. Basic idea of triangulation
Carrying on triangulation to the Euclidean Space 
The integer labels of the vertices: Supposing that x is a vertex of a triangle, its integer labels are determined according to
(1) The triangle with three kinds of integer labels of 0, 1 and 2 is called a completely labeled simplex and with two kinds of integer labels such as 0 and 1 is called the nearly-completely labeled simplex. The edge with integer labels of 0 and 1 is called nearly-completely labeled edge. 
E. Fixed point algorithm
The algorithm operates on a simplicial triangulation of searching space, and then generates the integer labels at the vertices of the substitution, finally, operating the pivotal operator between the simplex, and produce a limited sequence that with the nearly-completely labeled simplex. According to the simplex degree to judge it, whether arriving in a simplicial triangulation of a completely labeled simplex. The nearly-completely labeled simplex of vertex as a ε -fixed point.
Two-dimensional optimization problems pass the J1 triangulation, integer labels and pivotal operation, from the beginning of regional external artificial initial point, produce a limited sequence that with the nearly-completely labeled simplex, arrived in a simplicial triangulation of a completely labeled simplex.
Ⅲ. AN IMPROVED GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED ON 1 hJ
SUBDIVISION
Both fixed point arithmetic and genetic algorithm are all the methods to solve optimal problems. Lead fixed point arithmetic into genetic algorithm, viewing individual in population as point X in dissection. The algorithm gets individual bearing simplex labels at the vertices through an hJ1 triangulation and integer label of searching space and generates the integer, and gets the optimal searching in guidance through information algorithm, specific as follows:
A. Encoding
Given that the shortcomings of binary-code such as low accuracy, occupation of storage space and the poor efficiency, the algorithm uses real-coded to generate high-precision individual. The code scheme is: 
B. Fitness
The genetic algorithm is based on individual fitness to search for solutions, and its fitness function is transformed from the objective function of the optimization problem .In this article individual fitness appraisal is based on individual's loading simplex integer label information; the algorithm goal is to search out the completely labeled simplex.
C. Initial
It translates the optimization problem into a fixed point .Firstly then carries on a subdivision of searching space and generates the integer labels at the loading simplex for every individual secondly, computes the function value of individual finally.
D. Reproduction Operator a. Selection Operator
Using the choice strategy of the blending parent and offspring to ensure that the probability of the population to converge to global optimal solution.
b. Crossover operator
Crossover operator is an important method of being a new individual, which replacing and restructuring two parent individuals. This paper imposes crossover operators on parent population. The operates are divided into two steps:
(1) Classified by individual bearing simplex of the labels of the almost standard arrises.
(2) Crossover operates between into the different classes and different bearing simplex individuals.
c. Mutation operator
This paper imposes uniform mutation onto parent population and generates new individual optimally without including individual simplex.
d. Increasing Dimension Operator
When genetic algorithm generates random individual or reproduction operator generates individual bearing simplex vertex label's dimensionality m<n, following the same interfacing dimensionality simplex to search, and find m+1 dimensional simplex label, searching successively until getting the n-dimension simplex label.
e. Selection operator
Selection from the new individual generated by reproduction operator and the parent individual by parent-child mingled illustre selection strategy to make sure the excellent gene will continue to be inherited and multiplied.
f. Multiplicity in population
Multiplicity in population influences property of algorithm directly. The algorithm was mentioned in this paper introduced two kind of strategy to keep the population's variousness, and avoiding super individuals.
(1) The individual in same bearing simplex are similar, so prohibit the individuals to execute crossover operating which with same bearing simplex to avoid same individuals.
(2) In the Increasing Dimension Operator operation, with the individual which we searched, using the replacing strategy to replace the initial individual.
E. Convergence Judgment
(1)The dual multimodal function simultaneously has many minimum points and maximum points, the gradients of these points are zero, corresponding with the approximate fixed point. This paper uses Hessian Matrix to differentiate all minimum points from these approximate fixed points. If Hessian Matrix is positive definite, the fixed point corresponds with minimum point.
(2) The convergence criterion of improved genetic algorithm is that all individual load simplexes of the population are the completely labeled simplex.
F. Flow of The Improved Algorithm
Step1: The optimized problem of dual multimodal function will transform as the fixed point problem.
Step2: Make sure the value of h and carry on 1 
hJ
Triangulation with variable coefficient to the solution space.
Step3: Generate initial population.
Step4: Calculate the load simplex of the individual and integer label of its vertices
Step5: While (not satisfying condition of convergence) Do {Carrying on crossover operator Carrying on mutation operator Carrying on increasing operator Carrying on selection operator Convergence judgment } Step6: Differentiate all valley points from the convergence population using Hessian Matrix, and obtain the overall extreme value.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Test Functions
In this paper, two typical multimodal functions are used to test effectiveness and validity of the improved genetic algorithm, as follows: In order to study the validity of the algorithm，take the function of 2 f for example, with the function on the standard genetic algorithm. Figure 11 is the 50th generation of population distribution situation, figure 12, figure 13 are the two calculation that the 100th generations of population distribution operation. Seeing from the figure 11 to figure 13 , the calculation results are large difference each time and poor stability with the standard genetic algorithm. The convergence effect and the theoretical results have obvious difference. This paper uses the vertex label information of the individual simplex of individual to design selection operator, crossover operator and mutation operator. As the simplex number of bounded function is limited, this algorithm can achieve the condition of global optimal solution through limited generation of evolution by marking the searching simplex. It is proved the improved genetic algorithm can search out all the vertexes show a high global optimization behavior and computation efficiency and have good convergence and stability. This output of the method can combine with numerical optimization method to search the best locally. It also can get enough precision optimal solution through more elaborate triangulation. The global minimum point is refined by using Hessian Matrix from local extreme points contained in completely labeled simplex. Two functions have been tested and they have proven to be highly effective.
